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1 Deploying a Unity prototype to web folder

During the semester project, some teams may build their prototype using the popular game engine Unity.
This document serves to provide instructions on how to build and package your prototype to be deployed
on the CSE server. The instructions are kindly provided by Chris Cardimen.

1. Build and run the application.

Figure 1: Building and running the Unity application
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2. Under file → build settings, select the platform as WebGL and adjust other packaging settings
accordingly. WebGL is compatible with HTML5 and can be directly embedded in a web browser.

Figure 2: Outputting with WebGL

3. Under build menu, choose player settings → player → WebGL tab → publishing settings →,
click the checkmark to enable decompression fallback.

Figure 3: Outputting with WebGL
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4. Click build and specify a folder to build to. In this case, the folder name is set to WebGL. The image
below shows that the build folder looks like after building.

Figure 4: Folder containing Unity’s output

5. The package is now ready to go. Move the directory and all its contents to the project site. To create a
window on the website, an <iframe> element is required. There are two ways to create the <iframe>
element.

(a) Preferred: Directly provide the <iframe> element with the source code of the index.html file
generated by Unity.

• This method allows the Unity build to be hosted on the webserver.

• However, it requires a local/web server connection. Thus, the website must be hosted.

Figure 5: iframe element in html code for local host

Figure 6: iframe output on webpage for local host
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